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Super-9 Baccarat is a Bonus Wager for Mini-Baccarat the Mini-Baccarat portion of the game may
be dealt by current WSGC approved rules provided that,
 Eight standard 52 card decks of cards are used if using the progressive
jackpot .
 If the progressive jackpot is not used the house may use more or fewer than 8
standard decks however the math analysis is based on an 8 deck shoe .
There are 3 Bonus Wager for Super-9 Baccarat . Player-9, Dealer-9, and the
progressive jackpot . You may put all 3 of these wagers on the layout, or any
combination.
Provided that the player may not play more than 3 bets, plus the jackpot bet. In
addition to the above wagers Mini-Baccarat traditionally has a bonus called the tie . If the
tie is left on your felt that is included in the 3 bet plus jackpot limit.
Example: A player betting on the banker may also bet the player-9 , dealer-9 & jackpot
bets, but they may not bet the tie as they would have placed 4 bets plus the jackpot.
House rules may allow a player to play and the Player-9 or Banker-9 ,or tie but not
require the player to play the traditional main bet of player or banker. If this is done the
player may then play the player-9 banker-9 Tie and jackpot , provided they have not
placed a bet on Player or banker. Players wishing to play the Jackpot must play the
main bet or if allowed without the main bet Player-9 or Banker-9 or Tie. The house
may allow players to bet more on the Player-9 Banker-9 than the main wager, or not
allow it.
The house may not apply an aggregate limit to dealer-9 or player-9 Bonus Wager , but
they may have different betting maximums than on the main player/banker bets. The
minimum bet for player-9 and banker-9 Bonus Wager is 1$ if the player is playing the
main baccarat bet. If You allow players to play them without the main bet you may
require them to play the table minimum on one of the bets. All betting limits must
comply with WSGC rules
Example: If the table minimum is $5 and you allow a player to play the Player-9 or
Banker-9 without the main bet being played the player may be required to play 5$ on
one of the bets but may play 1$ on the other.

DEALING PROCEDURES

The mini-baccarat portion of the game is dealt by any WSGC approved rules. The Bonus
Wagers are resolved in turn at the same time as the players main bet. If the player is not
playing the main bet they are resolved in turn as if the player had a main bet . Any
irregularities must be handled by the house policy which must comply with WSGC
rules Players may not side-bet on another players hand.

PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT

The progressive jackpot is a 1$ Progressive Wager. The house may allow it to be played
alone, or require the main bet or one of the remaining Bonus Wagers to be played in
order to bet on the progressive. All progressive jackpot payouts listed are “for-1”
meaning the players progressive bet is taken by the house even if the player wins.
The Progressive is seeded with $2500 by the house The house may not recover this
money before raising the jackpot amount as seed monies are built into the house edge.
You may use any third party progressive system approved by the WSGC or place a
second drop box on the table for progressive wagers. For every 1$ dropped the house
will add a minimum of .20 cents to the progressive jackpot.
If you are not using a third party progressive system for the Progressive you must
conspicuously post the jackpot amount on the table. The jackpot must be updated daily
before opening the table for play . Aggregate limits do not apply to jackpot payouts
listed as “for-1”. The top jackpot is limited to what is posted. If the top jackpot hits all
players who have a progressive bet will share equally in the progressive jackpot.
The formula for this is number of hands playing jackpot, divided by jackpot amount
equals per hand payout. A $90,000 jackpot hit with 9 players playing the jackpot will
pay each player $10,000.
Jackpot pay table
Player, or Banker has a suited 9…………………………10-for 1
Both player and banker have a suited 9 ……………..…125 for 1
Both player and banker have 2 card suited Ace-8.……. 250 for 1
Player and banker have same suited 2 card ACE-8 …….Jackpot
House edge 21.65% based on .20 cent per dollar going to jackpot.
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Jackpot Pay table notes & examples
 10 For 1 player or banker must have a 9 with both, or all 3 cards in same suit.
 125 for 1 payout the player may have one suite and the banker another. Each hand by
itself must have all cards in the same suit example Player has a 2 of spades and a 7 of
spades banker has a 3 of hearts and a 6 of hearts. That wins 125 for 1
 If the player has a 2 of Spades and a 7 of spades . VS banker King of hearts, 2
of clubs ,7 of clubs this is not a 125 for 1 winner but does win 10 for 1 for the
players suited 9
 For 250 for 1 payout player must have anAce-8 in one suite and Banker Ace-8
suited in another. Example Player Ace hearts 8 hearts VS banker Ace clubs 8 clubs
 For top jackpot both player and banker must Have the same two card Ace-8 suited
Example: Ace of spades 8 of spades for Player. Vs. Ace of spades 8 of spades for
banker.
 Three card suited 9’s never qualify for 250 for 1 or jackpot winners. They do
qualify for either side having suited 9 or both cards having suited 9’s for 10 for 1 or
125 for 1 respectively

PLAYER-9 BONUS WAGER

This is a bet that the Players hand will total 9 as determined by Mini-Baccarat rules it does
not matter if it is a two card total of 9 or three card total of 9 however for suited 9
payouts all cards in the players hand must hand must be suited

BANKER-9 BONU S WAGER

This is a bet that the Bankers hand will total 9 as determined by Mini-Baccarat rules it does
not matter if it is a two card total of 9 or three card total of 9 however for suited 9
payouts all cards in the bankers hand must hand must be suited
Pay table 1
Player unsuited nine 5-1 Suited nine 11-1
Banker unsuited nine 5-1 suited nine 11-1 House edge, Player 4.13% Banker 7.48%
Pay Table 2
Player unsuited nine 5-1 Suited nine 11-1
Banker unsuited nine 5-1 suited nine 12-1 House edge, Player 4.13% Banker 4.91%
Pay table 3
Player unsuited nine 5-1 Suited nine 12-1
Banker unsuited nine 5-1 suited nine 12-1 House edge, Player 1.52% Banker 4.91%

Operator cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230-15-040 and WAC 230-15-140
Super-9 Baccarat is a standard house banked Mini-Baccarat game with optional bonus wager(s) All
standard rules pertaining to Mini-Baccarat as posted on the WSGC’s website remain the same except for those listed in these
Rules of Play

